Measuring Guide

Maui, Destin
Galveston, Hampton, California

**How to Measure Retractable Awnings**

- **A** - Awning Width
- **B** - 10” Min Clear Horizontal Mounting Space (must be clear space for full length of awning)
- **C** - 80” Minimum Height from Floor to Bottom of Awning (8 ft. is Ideal)
- **D** - Projection (distance available to you from wall to end of your awning)

**Measuring Requirements**

- A - Measure the length of wall space you have available. Then choose from one of our standard widths.
- B - 10” Min Clear Horizontal Mounting Space (must be clear space for full length of awning)
- C - 80” Minimum Height from Floor to Bottom of Awning (8 ft. is Ideal)
- D - Projection (distance available to you from wall to end of your awning)
- Valance Height - 10”, Valance Style - Sahara
- Adjustable Pitch - 0” pitch to 24” pitch (front bar).